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Abstract
We compare the rst- and the higher-order paradigms for the representation of mobility in
process calculi. The prototypical calculus in the rst-order paradigm is the -calculus. Here, we
focus on an asynchronous -calculus (L) that may be regarded as the basis of some experimen-
tal programming languages (or proposal of programming languages) like Pict, Join, Blue. We
extend L so to allow the communication of higher-order values, that is values that may contain
processes, and show that the extension does not add expressiveness: the resulting higher-order
calculus can be compiled down into L. This paper is mostly a tutorial. It also contains original
contributions. The main one is the full abstraction proof, which, with respect to previous proofs,
is simpler and does not rely on certain non-nitary features of the languages such as innite
summation. Another contribution is the study of optimisations of the compilation, with which
we are able to handle recursive types and to prove full abstraction also for strong behavioural
equivalences. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Mobility is a key concept in distributed computing and concurrent object-oriented
languages, whose interest is nowadays rapidly growing as a consequence of the amaz-
ing success of worldwide networking. Mobility can also be found in operating systems:
examples are a resource that has a single owner at any time but whose ownership can
be changed as time passes, or process migration, in which tasks or processes can be ex-
changed among processors to optimise their load balance. Although the incarnations
of mobility can be quite dierent, at a rst approximation we can group them into
two categories: movement of computational entities (objects, processes, that may be
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exchanged or change site), and movements of communication links. Correspondingly,
there are two main approaches to represent mobility in process algebra. In the higher-
order (or process-passing) paradigm, terms of the language (like processes) may be
transmitted; -calculus [6], Plain CHOCS [39], CML [31], FACILE [13, 41] belong
to this category. In the rst-order (or name-passing) paradigm, mobility is achieved
by allowing transmission of names (but not arbitrary terms). The -calculus is the
prototypical rst-order calculus. Name-passing is simpler than process-passing, both
mathematically and pragmatically. The choice of name-passing for -calculus was mo-
tivated { among other things { by the belief that communication of names is enough
to model communication involving processes. The formalisation and validation of this
claim is a main topic of the present paper.
We carry out our study on asynchronous-message-passing calculi. These are calculi
where message emission is non-blocking. Asynchronous communications are interesting
from the point of view of concurrent and distributed programming languages, because
they are easier to implement and they are closer to the communication primitives oered
by available distributed systems (see also the actor model [15, 2]). In the -calculus
asynchrony is achieved, syntactically, by disallowing output prex (that is, continua-
tions underneath output messages) and choice. The asynchronous -calculus was rst
proposed by Honda and Tokoro [17] and Boudol [7]. We add to the asynchronous
-calculus the constraint that the recipient of a channel may only use it in output ac-
tions; that is, only the output capability of names may be transmitted. This calculus,
that we call Local  (L), is studied in [23]; very similar calculi are discussed, or at
least mentioned, in [18, 5, 19]. L borrows ideas from some experimental programming
languages (or proposal of programming languages), most notably Pict [30], Join [12],
and Blue [8], and may be regarded as a basis for them (the restriction on output capa-
bilities is not explicit in Pict, but, as we understand from the Pict users, most of Pict
programs obey it). A detailed discussion of the dierences between L and the ordinary
-calculus (which motivate also the name \Local ") may be found in Section 2.5.
We then extend L with higher-order features. In the resulting calculus, the local
higher-order -calculus (LHO), parametrised processes, that we call abstractions, may
be transmitted. An abstraction of type T ! B needs an argument of type T before
becoming a process. The argument itself can be an abstraction; therefore the order of
an abstraction, that is the level of arrow nesting in its type, can be arbitrarily high.
The order can also be !, since we allow recursive types.
We show that LHO is representable in L. This result, besides being an expres-
siveness result for the rst-order paradigm, allows us to use the theory of the rst-order
calculus to derive proof techniques for the higher-order calculus.Dening proof tech-
niques directly on higher-order calculi is usually hard. For instance, it may be hard to
prove that a (labelled) bisimilarity is a congruence relation. In sequential higher-order
calculi such congruence results are often proved using Howe’s method [20]; but in
concurrency this method seems to work only in a limited number of cases (technically,
the bisimulation should be in a \delayed late" style, and even in this case local names
and scope extrusions may give problems; see [10] for discussions).
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But what does it mean that a given source language is representable within a given
target language? Typically, there are three phases:
(1) Formal denition of the semantics of the two languages.
(2) Denition of the encoding from the source to the target language.
(3) Proof of the correctness of the encoding with respect to the semantics given.
The predominant approach to the semantics of concurrent systems is operational.
The possible evolutions of processes are inductively described in terms of transition
systems which then are quotiented by behavioural equivalence relations to abstract
away from unwanted details. With respect to denotational semantics, the operational
method necessitates a dierent approach to translation-correctness, where behaviours
rather than meanings are compared. The choice of the behavioural equivalence should
be uniform on the calculi. The behavioural equivalence itself should be interesting, in
the sense that it should be a congruence, and the equalities and inequalities that it gives
should be justiable with respect to an abstract notion of observation. Moreover, the
encoding should be fully abstract, i.e. two source language terms should be equivalent
if and only if their translations are equivalent, and compositional. To reveal how the
encoding modies transitions, the full abstraction result should be completed by the
operational correspondence between a term and its translation (i.e., the connection
between their transitions).
With the full abstraction demand, we have taken a strong point of view on repre-
sentability. Full abstraction has two parts: soundness, which says that the equivalence
between the translations of two source terms implies that of the source terms them-
selves; and completeness, which says the converse. While soundness is a necessary
property, one might well consider milder forms of completeness. Assuming that the
behavioural equivalence is a congruence, completeness means that the translations of
equivalent terms are undistinguishable in all contexts of the target language. A milder
form of completeness would require, for instance, undistinguishability only in contexts
that are translations of source contexts. We ask for full abstraction because we wish to
use the target terms in any contexts; and when two source terms are indistinguishable,
their encodings should always be interchangeable. In other words, we want to be able
to switch freely between the two calculi. In our case, where the source language is
LHO and the target language is L, this allows us on the one hand to make use of the
abstraction power of LHO, which comes from its higher-order nature. On the other
hand, to rely on the more elementary and better developed theory of rst-order calculi
when reasoning over processes; in virtue of the full abstraction result this theory can
be lifted up to LHO.
This paper is mostly a tutorial. Familiarity with the -calculus is not required from a
reader, but some acquaintance of process calculi will be useful. The paper is based on
results and ideas from several sources, especially [39, 40, 32, 34, 23, 30, 24]. However,
the paper also contains technical contributions. The main one is the representability
proof of process-passing into name-passing. With respect to previous proofs [32], the
present one is simpler and does not rely on certain non-nitary features of the languages
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such as innite summation. The simplications are possible because of the syntactic
constraints of L. Another contribution is the study of an optimisation of the compila-
tion, with which we are able to handle recursive types and to prove full abstraction also
for strong behavioural equivalences (in concurrency theory an equivalence is strong if
it gives internal actions the same weight as the other actions).
The calculi L and LHO that we study are both typed. The type systems we
consider are simple: they have recursive types, arrow types, and, as the only base type,
unit type. By contrast with usual type systems for the -calculus, and following Blue
and Pict [8, 30], in our type system for LHO channels may have a functional type
and output is viewed as a special form of application. As a consequence, in LHO
the output of a value along a channel and the application of a function to a value are
realised by the same construct. The results in the paper can be extended to calculi with
more sophisticated type systems (for instance, calculi with polyadic communications
or with subtyping).
In Sections 2 and 3 we rst review operational semantics, behavioural equivalences,
basic algebraic theory of L; we then present a type system for the calculus. In
Section 4 we extend L so to allow values built out of processes and obtain the
calculus LHO. In Section 5 we study a compilation of LHO into L and prove
its full abstraction for weak barbed congruence. In Section 5 we exploit the previ-
ous results to derive a labeled bisimulation for LHO and prove its congruence. In
Sections 5 and 6 we omit however recursive types. In Section 7 we introduce an opti-
misation of the compilation that can handle recursive types and show that the optimised
compilation is fully abstract both for weak and strong barbed congruence.
2. The calculus L
The grammars for typed L are in Tables 1 and 2. By comparison with the calculus
in [23], the present one is typed and distinguishes between channels and variables.
Channels and variables are names.
2.1. Processes
0 denotes the inactive process. An input-prexed process a(x).P waits for a value
v at a and then continues as Pfv=xg. An output process ahvi makes value v available
at a. A composition P1 j P2 is to run two processes in parallel. A restriction (a : T ) P
makes channel a with type T local, or private, to P. A replicated process !P stands
for a countable innite number of copies of P in parallel. The silent prex . P, which
describes a process that becomes P by doing some internal work, is derivable: .P def=
(a : unit! B) (ah?i j a(x).P) for a; x not free in P.
The output ahvi is similar to an application (the application of a to v); the similarity
will become clearer in Section 4. In the higher-order extension of L in Section 4,
where application is needed, application and output are rendered by the same construct.
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Table 1
The syntax of typed L, part 1
a; b; : : : Channels
x; y; : : : Variables
Names
p; q ::= x variables
j a channels
Values
v; w ::= ? unit value
j p names
Processes
P; Q; R ::= 0 nil
j P j P parallel composition
j (a : T ) P restriction
j a(x).P input
j vhwi application (or output)
j !P replication
Table 2
The syntax of typed L, part 2
Types
TYPE ::= B behaviour (or process) type
j T value type
Value types
S; T ::= unit unit type
j T ! B arrow type
j X type variable
j X . T recursive type
Having to unify output and application, we have preferred the notation vhwi, that is
more common for applications, over the notations vw and vhwi, that are more common
for output. We however freely call vhwi an output or an application. In vhwi, the rst
component v is a value, rather than a name, so that the operational semantics can be
given on untyped processes { see discussion at the end of Section 2.3.
With respect to the ordinary -calculus, L has various syntactic restrictions: no
output prex, no choice, only the output capability of channels can be communicated,
and (as a consequence of the output capability constraint) no matching. We discuss and
motivate these restrictions in Section 2.5. They have both theoretical and pragmatical
consequences.
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Table 3
Transition rules for the -calculus
ALPHA
P -convertible to P0 P0
−!P00
P
−!P00
INP
a(x).P
a[v]−!Pfv=xg
PAR
P1
−!P01
P1 j P2 −!P01 j P2
bn() \ fn(P2) = ;
OUT
ahvi ahvi−!0
COM
P1
( ~b: ~T ) ahvi−! P01 P2
a[v]−!P02
P1 j P2 −! ( ~b : ~T ) (P01 j P02)
~b \ fn(P2) = ;
REP
P
−!P0
!P
−! !P j P0
RES
P
−!P0
(c : T ) P
−! (c : T ) P0
c =2 (fn() [ bn())
OPEN
P
( ~b: ~T ) ahvi−! P0
(c : S) P
( ~b: ~T ;c:S )ahvi−! P0
c 2 fn(v)− ~b
2.2. Terminologies and notations
We use  to range over substitutions; for any expression E, we write E for the
result of applying  to E, with the usual renaming convention to avoid captures. We
assign parallel composition the lowest precedence among the operators. Substitutions
have precedence over the operators of the language.
An input prex a(x).P and a restriction (b : T ) P are binders for variable x and
channel b, respectively, and give rise in the expected way to the denitions of free
and bound channels, variables and names, and of -conversion. The binding name x of
the input prex has no type annotations because its type can be inferred from that of
channel a. Symbol ‘=’ denotes equality up to -conversion. We write fn(P) and bn(P)
for the free and bound names of P, respectively. In assertions, we say that a name p is
fresh for expressions E1; : : : ; En (where Ei can be, for instance, a process, an action, or
a name) to mean that p does not occur free in any Ei (16i6n). A process P is closed
if P does not contain free variables. In an input a(x).P and an output vhwi channel a
and value v are in input subject and output subject position, respectively; w is in output
object position. We abbreviate (a1 : T1) : : : (an : Tn) P as (a1 : T1; : : : ; an : Tn ) P.
We use a tilde to indicate a tuple; all notations are extended to tuples componentwise.
2.3. Operational semantics
We give the operational semantics of processes by means of a labelled transition
system, which expresses the internal steps that a process can make and the commu-
nications with other processes in which it can engage. The set of rules is given in
Table 2.3 along with the symmetric variants of COM and PAR. (This is the standard
transition system of the -calculus; for people who have familiarity with the -calculus
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it is the early transition system.) Transitions are of the form P
−!P0, where the label
 ranges over actions of the following forms:
 interaction (or reduction)
a[v] input of v at a
( ~b : ~T ) ahvi output of v at a, extruding bound names ~b of type ~T .
In an output action ( ~b : ~T ) ahvi, component ( ~b : ~T ) is used to record those names
in v that have been created fresh in P and are not yet known to the environment. In
the case of L, ~b can consist of at most one name (therefore in rule OPEN ~b is always
empty); the notation ( ~b : ~T ) avoids us having two communication rules; moreover
~b can consist of more than one name in extensions of L, for instance with product
types, or with higher-order values as in Section 4. If ~b is empty then ( ~b : ~T ) ahvi is
ahvi and, similarly, ( ~b : ~T )P is P.
In the component ( ~b : ~T ) of an output action we regard ~b : ~T as a set of a type
assignments, and therefore regard two actions ( ~b : ~T ) ahvi and ( ~c : ~S) ahvi equal if
~b : ~T and ~c : ~S only dier in the order of their components (of course, this is important
only in extensions of L where the cardinality of ~b can be greater than one). As a
consequence, in the label of the conclusion of rule OPEN, the position of c : S with
respect to ~b : ~T is irrelevant.
Input and output actions describe possible interactions between P and its environ-
ment, while a  action represents an internal action in which one subprocess of P com-
municates with another. When a name b is communicated outside of the scope of the 
that binds it, the  must be moved outwards to include both the sender and the receiver.
Formally, this is accomplished by moving the original  into the label of the output
action (rule OPEN) and then replacing the  at the point where the output action meets
a corresponding input action and turns into a  (rule COM). This is known as scope
extrusion. In the case of input a[v] or output ( ~b : ~T )ahvi, name a is the subject of the
action. Weak transitions are dened as usual: relation ) is the reexive and transitive
closure of −! ; and =) stands for ) −! ). Some examples of transitions:
((]b : T )ahbi) j a(x).P −! (]b : T ) (0 j Pfb=xg)
if b not free in a(x).P
(]b : T ) (ahbi j b(x).P) (]b:T )ahbi−! 0 j b(x).P
((]b : T ) ahbi) j b(x).P (]c:T )ahci−! 0 j b(x).P.
The side condition in rules COM and PAR prevents us from inferring transitions such as
((]b : T ) ahbi) j a(x)  bhxi −! (]b : T ) (0 j bhbi)
((]b : T ) ahbi) j b(x)  P (]b:T )ahbi−! 0 j b(x).P.
In the rst transition the free occurrence of b is captured by the extrusion of the
restriction, violating the rules of static binding. For similar reasons the second transition
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is dangerous: when composed with an input transition at a (rule COM), the initial free
occurrences of b become bound. The operational rules are dened on arbitrary processes
{ they need not be well-typed or closed. We shall see that only (closed) well-typed
processes, however, are guaranteed not to produce a run-time error.
The syntax of L for outputs is vhwi, rather than phwi, because in the latter case
the operational rules would not be well dened: the derivative of a process might not
be a process, as in
ah?i j a(x)  xhci −! 0 j ?hci.
The problem is on substitutions: Pfv=xg might not be a process. This problem does not
exist with the present syntax, as shown by the following lemma:
Lemma 2.1. Pfv=xg is a process; for all process P; name x and value v.
Consequently, the expression E of a judgement P
−!E inferred from the rules of
Table 2.3 is always a process.
2.4. Types
We consider a very basic type system for L, which has unit type as the only basic
value type, and has arrow types and recursive types (recursive types are necessary for
writing output processes like ahai, see Example 2.5). B is the type of behaviours (or
process type). In a recursive type X . S, variable X must be guarded in S, i.e., the
free occurrences of X in S must occur underneath an arrow type; this rules out types
X .T in which the equation X =T has more than one solution, such as X .X or
X . (Y .X ). The value types are the types that can be ascribed to values.
With recursive types, an issue that deserves care is the meaning of type equality. We
take recursive types as abbreviations for possibly innite trees; therefore two types T1
and T2 are equal, written T1T2, if their underlying trees are the same. As shown by
Amadio and Cardelli [4, Section 5], relation  is captured by the two rules reported in
Table 2.4 (see the literature on type systems for more discussions). We call functional
types, written FT , the set of types whose outermost construct, modulo-type equality,
is an arrow type; formally T is a functional type if T  S ! B for some S.
For reasons of simplicity, the type system does not include more basic types, such
as integers or booleans, or common-type constructs such as product and union types.
Admittedly, this makes the language of types rather poor. It is tedious but easy to extend
the denitions and the results in the paper to richer-type systems. On the other hand, we
do allow recursive types because they are sometimes dicult to handle: as discussed
in Section 8, previous presentations of higher-order -calculi and of their compilation
into -calculus forbid recursive types precisely because of technical problems in proofs.
Some basic type is needed because otherwise all types would be equal to X . (X ! B),
modulo-type equality.
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Table 4
The typing rules for L
Process typing:
T-NIL
 ‘0 :B
T-PAR
 ‘P :B  ‘Q :B
 ‘P j Q :B
T-REPL
 ‘P :B
 ‘ !P :B
T-REST
 ; a : T ‘P :B T 2 FT
 ‘ (a : T ) P :B
T-IN
 ‘a : T ! B  ; x : T ‘P :B
 ‘a(x).P :B
T-OUT
 ‘v : T ! B  ‘w : T
 ‘vhwi :B
Value typing:
TV-UNIT
 ‘ ? : unit
TV-BASE
 (p) = T T  S
 ‘p : S
where relation  is the least congruence on types that satises these two rules::
X . T  TfX . T=Xg
X guarded in T TfS1=Xg S1 TfS2=Xg S2
S1 S2
Channels have functional types. A channel of type T ! B may only carry values of
type T . Therefore, if a : T ! B, then in an input a(x).P we can think of (x).P as a
function from T to processes (we study expressions such as (x).P, called abstractions,
in Section 4).
Denition 2.2. A typing is a nite assignment of value types to variables and of
functional types to channels
  ::= ; j  ; x : T j  ; a : FT .
A typing is closed if no variables appear in  .
Names appearing in a typing   are always taken to be pairwise distinct; this justies
an abuse of notation whereby   is regarded as a nite function from names to types:
 (p) is the type assigned to p by  . The ordering of assignments in   is ignored. We
write  ;p : T to denote the typing that extends, or updates,   by mapping p to T .
The typing rules are reported in Table 2.4. Using E to range over values and pro-
cesses, the typing judgements are of the form  ‘E :TYPE. In the remainder, we often
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omit type B in typing judgements for processes and abbreviate  ‘P :B as  ‘P. Note
that by rule T-REST, all channels are created with a functional type. We sometimes write
L . ‘P;Q to mean that both L . ‘P and L . ‘Q hold.
Denition 2.3. An L process P is well typed for  , written L . ‘P, if  ‘P can
be inferred from the rules of Table 2.4. P is well typed if there is   such that P is
well typed for  .
Value ? can only be ascribed the type unit. Indeed, ? is the only closed value of
type unit. Therefore if  ; a : unit!B‘ahvi and v is closed, then by rule T-OUT, it
must be v=?.
Example 2.4. Process b(y).yh?i j ahbi j a(x). xhci is well typed for
c : unit! B; b : (unit! B)! B; a : ((unit! B)! B)! B.
We have, omitting 0 processes, P ) ch?i.
Example 2.5. Having recursive types, we can type self-applications such as vhvi. Take
T def= X  (X ! B) (1)
Then T T!B; therefore a : T ‘ahai; and also a : T ‘ahai j a(x). xhxi. We have
ahai j a(x). xhxi −!0 j ahai.
Example 2.6. Process
P def= ah?i j a(x)  xhvi
cannot be typed. This can be easily established with the Subject Reduction
Theorem 2.11. P should not indeed be typable, as P −!0 j ?hvi and the latter is
a \wrong" process, as it uses the unit value as a channel.
If P is well-typed for  , then all free names in P are nominated in  , therefore:
Lemma 2.7. If   is closed and  ‘P; then P is also closed.
Lemma 2.8 (Weakening). If  ‘P and p 62 fn(P); then for all S; we have  ;p : S‘P.
Lemma 2.9 (Strengthening). If  ;p : S‘P and p is not free in P; then  ‘P.
Lemma 2.10 (Substitution). Suppose  ‘P;  ‘p :T; and  ‘v :T . Then  ‘Pfv=pg.
Theorem 2.11 (Subject reduction). If  ‘P; with   closed; and P −!P0 then
 ‘P0.
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Proof. By induction on the depth of the proof of P −!P0. To handle the case of rule
COM one has to extend subject reduction to input and output actions. For instance, the
assertion for output says that if  ‘P; with   closed, and P ( ~b: ~T ) ahvi−! P0, then there is
T such that
  ‘a :T ! B;
  ; ~b : ~T ‘v :T ;
  ; ~b : ~T ‘P0.
Subject reduction shows that a well-typed process can only evolve into well-typed
process derivatives. This excludes run-time errors like the unit value appearing as the
subject of a prex. For instance, we can use subject reduction to prove that process P
of Example 2.6 is not typable: if there were   such that  ‘P, then also  ‘0 j ?hvi,
which is impossible because, by rule T-OUT, typing ?hvi requires ? having a functional
type.
2.5. The syntactic constraints of L
The asynchronous -calculus [17, 7] has no output prex and choice (and sometimes
also no matching); in addition, L only allows communication of the output capability
of channels and, consequently, forbids matching. We discuss these constraints below.
We begin examining the meaning of asynchrony.
2.5.1. Asynchrony
In the concurrency literature, the term asynchronous message passing indicates a com-
munication mechanism in which the acts of sending and of receiving a message are dis-
connected. Sending a message usually means dropping it in a communication medium
(for instance a queue or a bag); receiving a message means retrieving it from the
communication medium. Thus, a message may be received arbitrarily long after is has
been sent. If the communication medium has unbounded capacity, the sending of a
message does not block any processes.
L does not have explicit separate events for sending and receiving messages (the
calculus has output and input actions but these are intended to synchronise in a single
event, the communication). Also, the syntax of the calculus does not describe a com-
munication medium. So in what sense message-passing in the asynchronous -calculus
and in L is asynchronous? It is asynchronous because consuming a message has
no eect on the process that created that message. This holds because these calculi,
in contrast with the ordinary -calculus, have no output prexing and choice. In an
output prex ahbi.P, process P is blocked until message ahbi has been consumed.
In a choice ahbi + c(x).P the consumption of ahbi has the eect of discharging the
summands c(x).P.
In asynchronous -calculi, a message is sent simply when it is unguarded, i.e., it
is not underneath an input prex. The messages sent are scattered around and are
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not grouped in a communication medium. But the eect is the same as having an
unbounded bag as communication medium. It is unbounded because arbitrarily many
messages may have been sent and not yet consumed; it is a bag because the order
in which messages are consumed is not related to the order in which the messages
have been emitted. In asynchronous -calculi, a communication ahbi j a(x).P −!0 j
Pfb=xg bears two roles: the message ahbi is consumed and therefore removed from
the communication medium; the unguarded output messages of Pfb=xg are liberated
and therefore added to the communication medium. Note that the coincidence between
\message sent" and \message unguarded" would break if the calculus had a choice
operator P1 + P2. In a process ahbi + c(x).P, message ahbi, although unguarded, is
not really sent because its oer can vanish at any moment. And it is not the com-
munication medium that decides if and when the oer will vanish, as it would be in
an asynchronous model with a lossy communication medium. The availability of ahbi
only depends on whether the other summand c(x).P can perform its input at c. An
asynchronous process that non-deterministically can chose to send ahbi or to receive at
c(x).P should be written . ahbi+ c(x).P. Pierce and Nestmann [27] have showed that
this form of choice, in which each summand is guarded by a  or by an input prex,
can be encoded in the asynchronous -calculus. Their encoding can also be written
in L.
2.5.2. Output capability
One of the most important application areas for the -calculus is object-oriented
languages. The reason is that naming is a central notion both for these languages and
for the -calculus. Objects refer to each other using names and, during computation,
object acquaintances may change and new objects may be created (this is very evident
in the case of imperative or concurrent object-oriented languages).
A consequence of the output capability constraint of L, in a process a P all possible
inputs at a appear { and are syntactically visible { in P; no further input may be created,
inside or outside P. This property is useful when L is used for giving the semantics
to, and reasoning about, concurrent or distributed object-oriented languages [21]. For
instance, the property can guarantee unique identity of objects { a fundamental feature
of objects. In an object world, the name a of an object may be transmitted; the recipient
may use a to access its methods, but he=she cannot create a new object called a. When
representing objects in the -calculus, this usually translates into the constraint that the
recipient of a may only use it in output. Indeed, L may also be seen as a simple
calculus of objects: a restriction a P declares a new object called a.
The locality property of channels { the recipients of a channel are local to the process
that has created the channel { gives the name \Local" to L.
2.5.3. Matching
The absence of the matching construct (or similar constructs like mismatching) for
testing equality between channels may be viewed as a consequence of the output ca-
pability constraint on communications, since testing the identity of a channel is a dif-
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ferent capability from, and not implied by, the capability of using a channel in output.
Matching, like testing equality between pointers in imperative languages, prevents many
useful program optimisations and transformations. Also from a programming point of
view the usefulness of matching is questionable.
2.5.4. Consequences of the constraints on the theory
The syntactic constraints that distinguish L from the ordinary -calculus are also
motivated by the theory. In the asynchronous -calculus without matching, the most
well-known form of labelled bisimilarity, called early bisimilarity, is a congruence
relation [16], and coincides with various other forms of bisimilarity that have been
proposed for the -calculus [33]. Among these is ground bisimilarity, whose input
clause has no universal quantications on the values received { it suces that the
observer supplies a single fresh value { and is therefore simpler to use in proofs than
the other bisimilarities (see Section 3.2). For these results to hold, the absence of sum,
matching, and output prexing are all necessary. The constraint on output capability
gives us, in addition, some very important algebraic laws, for instance laws for copying
resources and laws for tail-call-like optimisations presented in Section 3.3.
A price to be paid for these constraints is (for L as well as the asynchronous
-calculus) the loss of the axiomatisations of the ordinary -calculus [29].
2.5.5. Consequences of the constraints on the expressiveness
Various encodings have been given that show that the loss of expressiveness moving
from -calculus to the asynchronous -calculus and then to L is limited [27, 5, 17, 7]
and in any case acceptable in a model of asynchronous communications. Palamidessi
[28] has shown that the general choice operator of the -calculus cannot be encoded
in an asynchronous -calculus, by proving that the symmetric leader election prob-
lem cannot be solved in a -calculus without choice. Such a weakness is acceptable
{ and somehow inevitable{in asynchronous calculi: results in the eld of distributed
computing such as [11] show that problems of consensus among a collection of asyn-
chronous processes may have no solutions. As mentioned before, input-guarded choice
can however be encoded in L, and this is usually enough for programming purposes.
Experimental programming languages (or proposal of programming languages) such
as Join [12], and Blue [8] have the syntactic constraints discussed in this section.
Pict [30] has all the constraints except that on output capability. The type system of
Pict makes, however, the separation between input and output capability on channels
and, as we understand, the output capability is by large the most used.
3. Behavioural equivalences
3.1. Barbed congruence
We dene behavioural equality using the notion of barbed congruence [26]. This
is a bisimulation-based equivalence that can be dened uniformly on dierent calculi.
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Barbed congruence can be dened on any calculus possessing an interaction relation
(the  steps of the -calculus) and an observability predicate #a, for each channel a,
which detects the possibility of a process of accepting a communication at a with the
external environment. In the -calculus, P #a holds if there is a derivative P0 and an
input or output action  with subject a such that P
−!P0.
Barbed congruence is the congruence induced by barbed bisimulation. The latter
equates processes that can match each other’s interactions and, at each step, are ob-
servable on the same channels. Of course, in a typed calculus the processes being
compared must obey the same typing and the contexts in which they are tested must
be compatible with this typing.
Below, we dene barbed congruence on a generic-typed process calculus L that has
interaction and observation relations as above, and typing judgements for processes of
the form L . ‘P; we assume that contexts, closed typing, etc., are dened in L as
in L . An L relation is a set of pairs of closed processes in L. A typed L relation
is a set of triples ( ; P ; Q) where  is a closed typing and L .‘P;Q. If R is
such a relation, then we write PRQ if (;P;Q) 2 R.
Denition 3.1 (Strong barbed bisimulation). An L relation R is an L barbed bisim-
ulation if PRQ implies:
(1) if P −! P0 then there is Q0 such that Q −! Q0 and P0RQ0;
(2) if Q −! Q0 then there is P0 such that P −!P0 and P0RQ0;
(3) for each channel a; P #a i Q #a.
Two L processes P and Q are barbed bisimilar, written L . P Q, if P RQ for
some L barbed bisimulation R.
A context is a process expression with a single occurrence of a hole [] in it. For
typing contexts, we add the following rule:
T-CONT
 0;   ‘ [ ] : B
Then a ( =)-context is a context C with hole [] and such that  ‘C :B. A ( /)-
context, when lled in with a process obeying typing , becomes a process obeying
typing  . The typing   might contain names not in ; the converse might be true too,
because of binders in the context that embrace the hole.
Denition 3.2 (Strong barbed congruence). Let  be a typing, with L .‘P;Q.
We say that processes P;Q are strongly barbed congruent (in L) at , written
L .‘PQ, if, for each closed type environment   and ( /)-context C,
we haveL .C[P] C[Q] .
The weak version of the equivalences, where one abstracts away from interactions,
is obtained in the standard way. Weak barbed bisimilarity, written  , is dened by
modifying Denition 3.1 so that the transitions P −! P0 and Q −! Q0 are replaced
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with P)P0 and Q)Q0, respectively, and the predicate #a is replaced with +adef= ) #a
(the composition of the two relations). Similarly, weak barbed congruence, written  ,
is dened by replacing  with  in Denition 3.2.
Weak barbed congruence is the relation we are most interested in. We sometimes
simply call it barbed congruence. In the remainder, we write L .‘PQ and
L .‘PQ without recalling that P and Q must be well typed in . When there
is no ambiguity, we may omit L and simply write ‘PQ and ‘PQ, or even
omit both L and  and write PQ and PQ.
3.2. Ground bisimilarity
The main inconvenience of barbed congruence is that it uses quantication over
contexts in the denition, and this can make proofs of process equalities heavy. There-
fore, it is important to nd proof techniques, especially formulations of bisimulation
whose denition does not use context quantication. These bisimulations should imply,
or (better) coincide with, barbed congruence. For instance, in CCS barbed congruence
coincides with observation congruence. In the -calculus a similar characterisation can
be given in terms of the substitution closure of early bisimilarity [32].
In asynchronous -calculi without matching there is a powerful technique for barbed
congruence, namely ground bisimilarity [33]. Below is its denition adapted to typed
L . We write O(a)T if L .  ‘ a : T!B. That is, O(a) gives the type of the
values that may be carried along a, according to typing .
The clauses of ground bisimulation, where we separate the requirements for -actions,
input or output of unit values, output of a channel, and input of a channel, are so
formulated in order to allow an immediate comparison with the clauses of ground
bisimulation in LHO (Denition 6.1). In Denition 3.3, the information O(a) is not
necessary on outputs, but it is necessary on inputs, for which we have to insure that the
type of the value supplied by the observer is compatible with the type of the channel
that carries the value.
Denition 3.3 (Ground bisimulation). A typed L relation R is an L ground bisim-
ulation if PRQ implies:
(1) if P −! P0, then there is Q0 such that Q)Q0 and P0RQ0;
(2) if O(a) unit and P −!P0 with = a[?] or = ah?i, then there is Q0 such
that Q

=)Q0 and P0RQ0;
(3) if O(a)T ! B and P (
~b: ~T ) ahvi−! P0, with ~b fresh for , then there is Q0 such that
Q
( ~b: ~T ) ahvi
=) Q0 and P0R; ~b : ~TQ0;
(4) if O(a)T ! B, d is fresh for , and P a[d]−!P0, then there is Q0 such that
Q
a[d]
=)Q0 and P0R;d:T!BQ0.
Two L processes P and Q are ground bisimilar at , written L .  ‘ P’Q, if
PRQ, for some typed L relation R.
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In clause (4) of Denition 3.3 it is enough to pick some fresh name d, because
ground bisimilarity is preserved by substitutions of channels (Theorem 3.6). In other
words, adding the clause
if O(a)  T ! B; then for all d such that  ‘ d : T; if P a[d]−! P0;
then there is Q0 such that Q
a[d]) Q0 and P0 R;d:T!B Q0 (2)
would not aect the resulting ground bisimilarity relation. Similarly, the fact that ground
bisimilarity is preserved by substitutions of channels, and hence by injective substitu-
tions on channels, implies that in the same clause (4) of Denition 3.3 it is enough to
pick some fresh name d { the specic choice of the fresh name is irrelevant.
Thus, at a functional type it suces to test the input of processes on a single
value. This is remarkable, for a functional type is inhabited by an innite number
of syntactically dierent values. The fact that the meaning of agents can be captured
without considering more than one instance of input value is an important and useful
property in equivalence and model checking, sometimes called data-independence [22].
We should stress that the data independence property of L only holds on input of
channels. Had we included in L, for instance, integers or booleans, then there would
be a universal quantication in their input clause such as (2) above.
We extend the denition of ground bisimilarity to open processes by induction on
the total number of variables in the type environment (type environments are nite
assignments of types to names), and using closing substitutions in the same way as in
the input clauses.
Denition 3.4. Suppose L .  ; x : T ‘ P;Q. We write L .  ; x : T ‘ P’Q if
(1) either T  unit and L .   ‘ Pf?=xg’Qf?=xg,
(2) or T  S!B and L .  ; d : T ‘ Pfd=xg’Qfd=xg, for some d fresh for  .
In L (in general, in asynchronous -calculi without a matching construct), ground
bisimilarity is a congruence relation and implies barbed congruence. Theorems 3.5{3.7
are proved like analogous results for asynchronous -calculi, see [33, 3, 23].
Theorem 3.5. L ground bisimilarity is a congruence relation. That is; if L .  ‘
P’Q and C is a ( =)-context; then also L .   ‘ C[P]’C[Q].
Theorem 3.6. Suppose (d)  (a). Then L .  ‘ P’Q implies L .  ‘ Pfd=ag
’Qfd=ag.
Theorem 3.7. If L .  ‘ P’Q; then also L .  ‘ PQ.
The converse of Theorem 3.7 does not hold (barbed congruence is coarser); a coun-
terexample is given by law (3) below. This is due to the output capability constraint
on communications in L: since the recipient of a name may only use it in output po-
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sition, it cannot \observe" the identity of that name. To get a characterisation of barbed
congruence, the output clause of ground bisimulation has to be weakened. Details may
be found in [23].
3.3. Some laws for barbed congruence in L
For ease of reference, in this section we have collected some simple laws for barbed
congruence in L that we shall apply several times in the paper.
This L law is valid for barbed congruence, but not for ground bisimilarity:
bhai=(]c : T ) (bhci j !c(x). ahxi) (3)
The law is false for ground bisimilarity because it equates processes that perform
syntactically dierent outputs: the process on the left makes the output of a global
name, whereas that on the right the output of a local name.
Laws like (3) are powerful. By applying variants of (3) with more sophisticated
forms of replication, every L process can be transformed into a process that may
only emit private channels. On the resulting processes, ground bisimilarity and barbed
congruence coincide (on image-nite processes) [23]. We therefore have another proof
technique for barbed congruence on L (more expensive but more powerful than that of
Theorem 3.7): apply law (3) and its variants so to obtain processes that may only emit
private channels, and then use ground bisimilarity. Law (3), applied from right to left,
also allows tail-call-like optimisations, for instance in the representation of functions
as processes [23].
Here are some basic laws for restriction and parallel composition:
Lemma 3.8. (1)  ‘(a : T ) (P jQ)P j (a : T ) Q; if a is not free in P;
(2)  ‘(a : T ) PP; if a is not free in P;
(3)  ‘(a : T ) (b : S) (P) (b : S) (a : T ) (P);
(4) (abelian monoidal laws for parallel composition) :
(i) :  ‘P jQQ jP;
(ii) :  ‘P j (Q jR) (P jQ) jR;
(iii) :  ‘P j 0P;
(5)  ‘ !PP j !P;
(6)  ‘(a : T ) (a(x).P j ahvi) (a : T ) (Pfv=xg).
A name a occurs free in P only in output position if all free occurrences of a in
P are inside an output particle; for instance this holds for P = ahvi j bhai. We report
some distributivity laws for private replications, i.e., for systems of the form
(]a : T )(P j !a(x).Q)
in which a may occur free in P and Q only in output position. One should think of Q
as a private resource of P; indeed P can activate as many copies of Q as needed. The
resource Q, however, like a recursively dened function, when activated, can invoke
itself.
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In Lemma 3.9, law (1) is the distributivity law of private replication over parallel
composition. Law (2) is the distributivity over replication; it can be thought of as a
generalisation of law (1) to an innite number of parallel processes. Also law (7) can
be regarded as a form of distributivity for private replications, namely the distributivity
over outputs: on the left-hand side the two names of the output ahai refer to the same
resource; on the right-hand side each component refers to a separate copy. Laws (3)
and (4) are commutativity laws of private replication with respect to input prex and
restriction. Law (5) is a garbage-collection law. Law (6) is a form of -conversion:
the resource located at a is applied to the argument of the output. Finally, law (8)
allows us to drop the replication in front of a resource that may be used at most once.
Laws (3){(6) and (8) are valid also in the ordinary -calculus. By contrast, for
the distributivity laws (1), (2) and (7) the constraint that only the output capability
of names may be transmitted is necessary. Indeed, the possibility of using these laws
(or law (3) at the beginning of this section) is, from the theory side, one of the most
attractive features of L. These laws play a key role in the proofs of full abstraction
in Sections 5 and 7.
Lemma 3.9. Suppose a occurs free in P; R; Q only in output position. Then:
(1)  ‘(a : T ) (P jR j !a(x).Q) (a : T ) (P j !a(x).Q) j (a : T ) (R j !a(x).Q);
(2)  ‘(a : T ) ((!P) j !a(x).Q) !(a : T ) (P j !a(x).Q);
(3)  ‘(a : T ) (b(y).P j !a(x).Q) b(y). (a : T ) (P j !a(x).Q); if y is not free in Q
and a 6= b;
(4)  ‘(a : T ) (((c : S) P) j !a(x).Q) (c : S) (a : T ) (P j !a(x).Q); if c is not free
in a(x).Q;
(5)  ‘(a : T ) (P j !a(x).Q)P; if a is not free in P;
(6)  ‘(a : T ) (ahvi j !a(x).Q) (a : T ) (Qfv=xg j !a(x).Q);
(7)  ‘(a : T )(ahai j !a(x).Q) (a : T; a0 : T )(aha0i j !a(x).Q j !a0(x).Q); if a0 is not
free in a(x).Q;
(8)  ‘(a : T ) (P j !a(x).Q) (a : T ) (P j a(x).Q) if a not free in Q and a appears
free in P only once and in output subject position.
Remark 3.10. The laws of Lemma 3.8 and laws (3){(6) and (8) of Lemma 3.9
are also valid for ground bisimilarity. The remaining laws (laws (1), (2), (7) of
Lemma 3.9) are valid for ground bisimilarity under these conditions: for laws (1)
and (2), a may only appear free in P; R and Q in output subject position; for law (7),
a and x may only appear free in Q in output subject position.
4. Higher-order L
In a higher-order process calculus, terms of the language can be passed around.
Sometimes in the literature, higher-order process calculi are called process-passing cal-
culi. The higher-order paradigm inherits from the -calculus the idea that a computation
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Table 5
The calculus LHO
Productions and rules to be added to those for L (Tables 1{2.4)
Grammar for values:
v ::= (x : T ).P abstraction
Operational rules
R-App
((x : T ).P)hvi −! Pfv=xg
Typing rules for values:
Tv-abs
 ; x: T ‘P
 ‘ (x : T ).P : T ! B
step involves instantiation of variables with terms. In this section we extend L and
move to higher order, by allowing values built out of processes. We call the result-
ing calculus local higher-order -calculus, briey LHO. Its syntax and operational
semantics are dened by adding the productions and rules in Table 5 to those of L.
Passing a process is like passing a parameterless procedure. The recipient of a process
can do nothing with it but execute it, possibly several times. Procedures gain great
utility if they can be parametrised so that, when invoked, some arguments may be
supplied. In the same way a higher-order process calculus gains power if the processes
that are communicated may be parametrised (see also Remark 5.13).
A parametrised process, that we call an abstraction, is an expression of the form
(x : T ).P. We may also regard abstractions as a component of input prexes, viewing
an input a(x).P as an abstraction located at a. Indeed, the part (x).P of a(x).P behaves
exactly like an abstraction; the only dierence is that the bound name x of the input
need not be annotated with a type, because this can be inferred from that of channel
a. We omit the type annotation also in abstractions when this type is not important or
it is clear from the context.
When an abstraction (x : T ).P is applied to an argument w it yields the process
Pfw=xg. Application is the destructor for abstractions. The application of v to w is
written vhwi. We use the same syntax of outputs because an output ahwi may be
regarded as a form application, namely the application of an abstraction located at a
to w. That is, we may think of a(x).P j ahwi −! Pfw=xg as a located interaction, as
opposed to a non-located interaction ((x : T ).P)hwi −! Pfw=xg. In the former case,
channel a is needed in order to identify the abstraction (x).P and the argument w,
since they may not be in contiguous positions. A presentation of LHO in which input
prexes are constructed from abstractions, and located interactions are dened in terms
of the non-located ones, is discussed in Section 4.1. Note that since both abstractions
and channels may have a functional type, bhai and bh(x : T ).Pi may be typable under
the same type assignment (see Examples 4.3 and 4.4 below).
In LHO, abstractions can be communicated, but not processes themselves. To send
a process, say P, we must rst add a dummy parameter, for instance a parameter
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of unit type as in (x : unit).P (for x not free in P). We call an abstraction of type
unit!B a process value. We forbid direct communications of processes for economy
in the calculus (passing processes would require a further production in the grammar
of values and of processes) and because it does not add expressiveness. Note also that,
due to the separation between values and processes, in LHO a process can execute
i it is not inside an abstraction (calling abstraction also the subexpression (x).P of
an input a(x).P).
Example 4.1. Here are a process Q that is willing to send a process P along a channel
a, and a process R that is willing to receive and execute what Q is sending on a:
Q def= ah(x : unit).Pi
R def= a(y).yh?i.
These processes interact as follows:
Q jR −! ((x : unit).P)h?i
−! Pf?=xg.
Example 4.2. v def=(z : unit!B). (P j zh?i) is an abstraction of type (unit!B)!
B, and represents a function from process values to processes, which runs the process-
argument in parallel with P. We have
vh(x : unit).Ri ! P j ((x : unit).R)h?i !P jRf?=xg.
w def=(y : (unit!B)!B). (P jyh((x : unit).R)i) has type ((unit!B)!B)!B,
and takes abstractions of the same type as v as argument. We have
whvi)P jP jRf?=xg.
The two examples below show that a channel can harmlessly emit both channels
and abstractions. We omit-type annotations and we garbage-collect 0 processes that are
produced in the reductions.
Example 4.3. For all S, the process
P def= ahdi j ah(y).dhyii j a(x). xhci
is well-typed for c : S; d : S!B; a : (S!B)!B). The process has two reduction
sequences, both of which generate the message dhci:
P −! ah(y).dhyii jdhci
P −! ahdi j ((y).dhyi)hci −! ahdi jdhci.
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Example 4.4. Process
P def= ahbi j a(x). xhci j ah(y).yheii j b(y).yhdi
is well typed for
d : S; e : S; c : S ! B; b : (S ! B)! B; a : ((S ! B)! B)! B
for all S. The process has two possible initial reductions, depending on which output
at a is chosen. In one case the value sent at a is a channel, in the other case an
abstraction:
P −! bhci j ah(y).yheii j b(y).yhdi
−! ah(y).yheii j chdi
P −! ahbi j ((y).yhei)hci j b(y).yhdi
−! ahbi j chei j b(y).yhdi.
The fact that a variable may be instantiated both with a channel and with an ab-
straction, that is the fact that abstractions and channels may be given the same type, is
possible because of all syntactic constraints of L (and hence also of LHO) discussed
in Section 2.5. For instance, if we had output prexing like in the ordinary -calculus,
then replacing x in xhvi.P with an abstraction, say (y).Q, would yield an expression
that reduces to Qfv=yg.P, which is not a process expression because it contains a
sequential composition between processes.
The types of values are unique, up to type equality:
Lemma 4.5. If LHO .   ‘ v : T and LHO .   ‘ v : S then T  S.
Remark 4.6. The values of LHO cannot autonomously reduce. We might say that
they are in normal form. This property would not hold if, for instance, the gram-
mar of values allowed applications and nesting of abstractions. In this case, v def=
((x). (y).P)hwi would be a value, and ahvi would be a legal process expression.
However v is not a normal form, for it has a reduction v −!(y).Pfw=xg, the result
of which is a value in normal form. If values were other than normal forms, then we
would have to specify a reduction strategy for them, in order to say, for instance, if
in expressions such as ahvi j a(x).P, the value v should be reduced to a normal form
before the communication at a takes place (a positive answer would mean adopting
a call-by-value strategy). We require that values in LHO be normal forms in order
to avoid specifying a reduction strategy for value expressions and, instead, concentrate
on basic issues of higher-order process calculi, including their expressivity. We regard
reduction strategies as an important but orthogonal issue. Reduction strategies are best
understood separately, on the -calculus. Encodings of various -calculus reduction
strategies into -calculus are studied in [25, 37].
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Barbed congruence is dened in LHO as by Denition 3.2 (take the calculus L
in the denition to be LHO).
Remark 4.7. The language of LHO without replication is enough to write processes
with an innite behaviour, for the same reason why the paradoxical operator Y can
be written in the -calculus. We incorporate replication in the syntax because it will
facilitate the comparison with the rst-order calculus L, whose operators include
replication. A process !P can be written without the outermost replication as fol-
lows. As seen in (1), type T def= X . (X !B) can be used to type self-application.
Let vP
def= (x : T ). (P j xhxi), for x not free in P. If  ‘P, then  ‘vP :T . Writing Pn for
n copies of P in parallel, we have vPhvPi)Pn j vPhvPi, for all n; indeed it holds that
LHO . ‘vPhvPi !P.
Since LHO values may contain processes, it is useful to dene barbed congruence
also on values. We call a ( /=T )-context a context that, when lled in with a value
v such that LHO .‘v :T , becomes a process obeying typing  . Formally, we call a
value context a process expression in which an occurrence of a value has been replaced
by a hole of the form [ ;T ]. We add the typing rule
TV -CONT
 0;   ‘ [ ;T ] :T
and say that a ( ===T )-context is a value context C with hole [;T ] such that  ‘C :B.
Denition 4.8 (Barbed congruence on values). Suppose LHO .‘vi :T (i=1; 2).
We say that v1 and v2 are barbed congruent at (;T ), written LHO .‘v1 v2 :T if,
for each closed-type environment   and ( /=T )-context C, we have LHO .C[v1] 
C[v2].
For manipulating values, the following lemma is useful; it relates barbed congruence
between two values to barbed congruence between two processes.
Lemma 4.9. Suppose LHO .‘vi :T (i=1; 2); and a is fresh for . Then
LHO .‘v1 v2 :T i LHO .; a : T ! B‘ahv1i ahv2i.
Proof. The implication from left to right is true by the denition of barbed congruence
on processes (Denition 3.2) and on values (Denition 4.8): both denitions use quan-
tication on contexts, and a context for the ahvii’s is also a context for the vi’s. For
the opposite implication we have to show that for each closed-type environment   and
( /=T )-context C, we have LHO .C[v1]  C[v2]. We prove, by induction on C,
that we can nd a ( /; a :T!B=T )-context D such that C[vi]  D[ahvii], for some
a fresh for vi (i=1; 2). This would conclude the proof because from the hypothesis
LHO .; a : T ! B‘ahv1i ahv2i we have
D[ahv1i] _D[ahv2i];
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hence also C[v1]  C[v2], by transitivity.
We only consider the base case when C def= wh[]i. Dene (we omit types) D def= a
([] j a(x).whxi), for some a fresh. We have
D[ahii] = ]a(ahvii j a(x).whxi)
whvii
= C[vi]
4.1. A functional presentation of LHO
We outline a dierent formulation of LHO in which functional values, that is values
of functional type, have an even more prominent role.
An input a(x).P has a channel part a and a functional-value part (x).P (we assume
here that abstractions have no type annotations); accordingly the syntax of input prex
can be pv (a similar construct is used in the Blue calculus [8]). Thus if a : T ! B
and b : T then ab is a legal process expression (indeed, ab can be -expanded to
a(x). bhxi). The type system would rule out expressions pv in which v has unit type.
Functional values can also be used as the targets of input and output transitions; input
transitions could be of the form P a−! v, and output transitions of the form P a−! v.
For instance, we would have
av a−! v ahvi a−!(x). xhvi
]bahbi a−!(x). ]bxhbi
In an output P a−! (x).P0, variable x represents the recipient of the value transmitted
in the output. The communication rule would then be
P1
a−! v1 P2 a−! v2
P1 j P2 −! v1hv2i
so that the only rule involving substitutions would be R-APP. Examples:
ahvi j a(y).P −! ((x). xhvi)h(y).Pi
−! ((y).P)hvi
−! Pfv=yg
ad j ahvi j d(y).P −! ((x). xhvi)hdi j d(y).P
−! dhvi j d(y).P
−! ((x). xhvi)h(y).Pi
−! ((y).P)hvi
−! Pfv=yg.
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We shall come back to this formulation when we discuss labeled bisimilarity in LHO,
in Remark 6.2 of Section 6. A similar, functional, formulation can be given of L, as
well as of other -calculus-like languages [9].
5. Compiling higher order into rst order
We show that the higher-order calculus LHO can be faithfully compiled down
into the rst-order calculus L. This shows that the higher-order features of LHO,
although convenient from a programming point of view, do not add expressive power.
The compilation also allows us to exploit the theory of rst-order calculi to reason
about higher-order calculi (see Sections 5.1 and 6).
We rst present a compilation that has nice properties and whose denition and full
abstraction can be extended to calculi without the syntactic constraints of L, including
synchronous calculi. It is, essentially, the compilation in [32, 35]. The compilation
however is not dened on recursive types; we will consider these in Section 7. We
call LHO− and L− the subcalculi of LHO and L, respectively, without recursive
types.
Table 6 denes the compilation from LHO− to L− on processes and higher-order
values. The communication of an abstraction v is translated as the communication of a
private name that acts as a pointer to (the translation of) v and that the recipient can
use to trigger copies of (the translation of) v with appropriate arguments. For instance,
a process ah(x).Ri is translated into the process b (ahbi j !b(x). <R=); a recipient of the
pointer b can use it to activate as many copies of <R= as needed. In the translation of
an application vhwi where v is an abstraction, the function v is located at some fresh
name a; the function is activated by receiving an argument at a. This argument is w
itself, if w has unit type; it is a trigger for w if w has a functional type.
The compilation is the identity on types and type environments. Therefore, the com-
pilation does not modify the types of names, and an abstraction (x :T ).P is translated
into a process a(x).P0 where a has type T ! B. The translation of processes and val-
ues is annotated with a type environment   as parameter. This is needed for putting the
necessary-type annotations in the names introduced by the compilation. The translation
of a name q uses <qhyi= ;y:S that, if y has a functional type, requires the translation of
name y. This denition is well founded (that is, < . = terminates) because the order of
the type of y is smaller than that of the type of q. The translation would loop if the
types were recursive, which explains why recursive types are forbidden. In the exam-
ples below, we omit the obvious type annotations and we garbage-collect 0 processes
and restrictions whenever possible.
Example 5.1. Let R be any closed process, and P def= ((z). zh?i)h(x).Ri. It holds that
P −! ((x).R)h?i −! Rf?=xg. The translation of P is (for a; b fresh)
<P= = (]a; b)(a(z). zh?i j ahbi j !b(x). <R=)
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Table 6
The compilation <  = of LHO− into L−
Translation of higher-order values:
< (x : T ).P= a
def
= a(x). <P= ; x:T
<q= a
def
= a(y). <qhyi= ; y : S if  ‘q : S ! B
Translation of processes:
<vhwi=  def=
8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:
vhwi if v is a name and S  unit
(a : unit ! B) (< v= a j ahwi)
if v is not a name and S  unit
(a : S) (vhai j !<w= a)
if v is a name and S is a functional type
(a : S ! B; b : S )(< v= a j ahbi j !<w= b)
if v is not a name and S is a functional type
where a; b are fresh for v; w and  ‘w : S.
<P jQ=  def= <P=  j <Q= 
<a(x).P=  def= a(x). <P= ; x:T if  ‘a : T ! B
<(a : T ) P=  def= (a : T ) <P= ; a:T
<!P=  def= !<P= 
<0=  def= 0
and we have
<P= −! ]b(bh?i j !b(x). <R=)
−! ]b(<R=f?=xg j !b(x). <R=)
 <Rf?=xg= (4)
where (4) is derived from law (5) of Lemma 3.9.
Example 5.2. Let v def= (z). (zh?i j zh?i); and P def= ahvi j a(y).yh(x).Ri. We have P)
Rf?=xg jRf?=xg. The translation of P is
<P= = ]b(ahbi j !b(z). (zh?i j zh?i)) j a(y). ]c(yhci j !c(x). <R=)
and we have, proceeding as in the previous example:
<P= −! ]b(!b(z). (zh?i j zh?i)) j ]c(bhci j !c(x). <R=)
−! (]b; c)(!b(z). (zh?i j zh?i) j ch?i j ch?i j !c(x). <R=)
−! −! (]b; c)(!b(z). (zh?i j zh?i) j !c(x). <R= j <R=f?=xg j <R=f?=xg)
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 <Rf?=xg= j <Rf?=xg=
= <Rf?=xg= j <Rf?=xg=.
The computation of a process <P= may require more steps (i.e., more interactions)
than the corresponding computation by P. But if we do not weight internal work, then
P and <P= have the \same" behaviour.
Proposition 5.3. For all process P; value v; and functional type T :
(1) LHO− . ‘P implies L− . ‘ <P= ;
(2) LHO− . ‘v :T implies L− . ; p :T ‘ <v= p.
We prove that there is a precise operational correspondence between actions of P
and of its transformed <P= . In the assertion of the results, in particular Theorems 5.8
and 5.9, we use ground bisimilarity; we recall that it implies barbed congruence. We
rst give the result for visible actions. Lemmas 5.4 and 5.6 are proved using induction
on the depth of the proof of P
−! P0 (item 1) and of <P=  −! P00 (item 2), and using
the laws of Lemma 3.8. We recall that O(a) is the type of the values that may be
carried along a.
Lemma 5.4 (Operational correspondence of < . = on synchronisations). Suppose LHO
− . ‘P; with   closed; O (a) unit; and  is an input a[?] or an output ah?i.
(1) if P
−! P0 then <P=  −! <P0= ;
(2) the converse; i.e.; if <P=  −! P00; then there is P0 such that P −! P0 and P00=
<P0= .
Lemma 5.5 (Operational correspondence of < . = on higher-order input actions). Sup-
pose LHO− . ‘P; with   closed; and LHO− . ‘ahvi; ahbi:
(1) if P
a[v]−! P0 then there are P00; R; x such that <P=  a[b]−! P00 with P0=Rfv=xg and
P00= <R= fb=xg;
(2) the converse; i.e.; if <P=  a[b]−! P00; then there is P0; R; x such that P a[v]−! P0 with
P0=Rfv=xg and P00= <R= fb=xg.
If v is an abstraction or a channel, we dene process va thus
va
def=
(
a(x).P if v = (x : T ).P
a(x). bhxi if v = b
Lemma 5.6 (Operational correspondence of < . = on higher-order output actions). Sup-
pose LHO− . ‘P; with   closed; and O(a)T ! B:
(1) If P
( ~b: ~T ) ahvi−! P0; then there is c fresh for   and ~b; and there is P00 such that
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<P=  (c:T!B) ahci−! P00 with L− . ; c : T ! B‘P00’ <( ~b : ~T ) (P0 j !vc)= ;c:T!B;
(2) the converse; i.e.; if <P=  −! P00 and  is an output action at a; then =(]c: T
!B)ahci; for some c; and; assuming c fresh for  ; there are ~b; ~T ; v and P0 such
that P
( ~b: ~T ) ahvi−! P0 and L− . ; c : T ! B‘P00’ <( ~b : ~T ) (P0 j !vc)= ;c:T!B.
Lemma 5.7. Suppose LHO− . ; y : T ! B‘P; and LHO− . ‘v :T ! B. Then;
if c is fresh for  ;
L− .   ‘ <(]c : T ! B)(Pfc=yg j !vc)=  ’ <Pfv=yg= .
Proof. By induction on the order n of T (the level of arrow-nesting in T ). Both in the
case n=0 and n>0 we proceed by induction on the structure of P. The most interesting
case is application when n>0. We consider the subcases of P=yhwi with w def= (x).Q
(the function is y and the argument an abstraction; we omit-type annotations), and
of P=whyi (the argument is y). Below we use the laws of Lemmas 3.8 and laws
(1){(6) and (8) of Lemma 3.9 since, by Remark 3.10, they are also valid for ground
bisimulation (laws (1) and (2) are only used under the restrictions mentioned in the
remark). If P=yhwi we have
<]c(chwfc=ygi j !vc)= = (]b; c)(chbi j !b(x). <Qfc=yg= j !<vc=).
We now proceed using the laws of the lemmas and the induction on the structure
’ (]b)(]c(chbi j !<vc=) j ]c(!b(x). <Qfc=yg= j !<vc=))
’ (]b)(]c(chbi j !<vc=) j !b(x). ]c(<Qfc=yg= j !<vc=))
’ (]b; c)(<vc= j chbi j !wfv=yg=b)
= <(yhwi)fv=yg=
= <Pfv=yg=.
For P=whyi, the crux is to prove that
]c(<ca= j !<vc=) ’ <va=.
We have
]c(<ca= j !<vc=) ’ ]c(a(z). ]b(chbi j !<zb=) j !<vc=).
We now proceed using the laws of the lemmas and the fact that <vc= = c(y). <R=, for
some R:
’ a(z). ]b(]c(chbi j !<vc=) j !<zb=)
’ a(z). ]b(<R=fb=yg j !<zb=)
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Since z is the argument of a and a has type T , the order of the type of z is smaller
than the order of T , that is n. We can therefore apply the inductive hypothesis on the
types and obtain
’ a(z). <R=fz=yg
= <a(y).R=
= <va=
We can now present the operational correctness of < . = on interactions.
Theorem 5.8 (Operational correspondence of < . = on strong interactions). Suppose LHO
− .   ‘ P and   is closed:
(1) if P −! P0; then there is P00 such that <P=  −! P00 and L− . ‘
P00’ <P0= ;
(2) the converse; i.e.; if <P=  −! P00; then there is P0 such that P −! P0 and L− .
 ‘P00’ <P0= .
Proof. Another transition induction. In the basic case (rule COM) one needs
Lemmas 5.4{5.7.
Lemmas 5.4{5.6 and Theorem 5.8 can be composed so to get operational correspon-
dence on weak transitions. 1 We only report the result for weak internal transitions.
Theorem 5.9 (Operational correspondence of < . = on weak interactions). Suppose LHO−
.   ‘ P and   is closed:
(1) If P =)P0; then there is P00 such that <P=  =)P00 and L− . ‘P00’ <P0= ;
(2) the converse; i.e.; if <P=  =)P00; then there is P0 such that P =)P0 cand L−.
‘   ‘ P00 .
Corollary 5.10 (Adequacy of < . =). Suppose LHO− . ‘P and   is closed. Then
LHO− . P +a i L− . <P=  +a; for all a.
A corollary of Theorems 3.7 and 5.9 and Corollary 5.10 is the full abstraction for
barbed bisimulation.
Corollary 5.11. Suppose LHO− . ‘P; Q and   is closed. It holds that LHO− .
P Q i L− . <P=  <Q= .
1 For composing the results we actually need an asymmetric version of ’, along the style of the expansion
relation [38].
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From Corollary 5.11 and the compositionality of the encoding we derive soundness
for barbed congruence:
Lemma 5.12 (Soundness of < . =). Suppose LHO− . ‘P;Q. Then L− . ‘
<P=  <Q=  implies LHO− . ‘PQ.
Proof. We can extend the compilation to contexts by mapping the hole of a context
onto itself. Since the encoding is compositional and respects types, for all P with
LHO− .‘P and ( /)-context C, we have <C[P]= = <C= [<P=]. From this, the
assertion of the theorem follows by Corollary 5.11.
Completeness, the converse of soundness, is generally a harder result for a translation.
The proof technique for soundness does not work because there may be contexts of
the target language that are not translations of contexts of the source language.
Remark 5.13. Consider the subset of LHO− processes in which only process values
may be communicated. Then all values have type unit! B. This calculus is trans-
lated into a subset of L in which channels may only have type (unit! B)! B or
unit! B. The latter are \CCS names" { they carry nothing; the former are names
that carry \CCS names". Aside from asynchronous, rather than synchronous, commu-
nications, this subset of L goes little beyond CCS. This shows that if we only have
communication of process values, then process passing gives us little more expressive-
ness than CCS.
Something that cannot be done when processes are the only transmittable values is
to communicate the partial visibility of a process. This, by contrast, is easy to model
using name-passing. For instance, consider a buer process with two channels put and
get for adding and removing values. Using name-passing we can choose to transmit
only the put or only the get channel; thus the recipient will have only partial access to
the buer. This is not possible using process values, where either we transmit the whole
buer or we transmit nothing. Also, when processes are the only transmittable values
it is dicult to model sharing; for instance a resource that is shared by a dynamically
changing set of clients.
5.1. Some laws for LHO−
We can exploit the soundness of the encoding to prove laws for barbed congruence
in LHO− . For instance,
LHO− .   ‘ P j QQ j P
LHO− .   ‘ ((x : T ). v)hwi  vfw=xg
LHO− .   ‘ d (x : T ).dhxi.
The second law is a form of -conversion; the third law a form of -conversion
on channels. As an example, we consider the proof of the third law. Let  def=  ; a :
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(T ! B)! B. By Lemmas 4.9 and 5.12, it suces to prove that
L− .  ‘ <ahdi=  <ah(x : T ).dhxii=.
This is true because <ahdi== <ah(x :T ).dhxii=.
5.2. Full abstraction
We derive full abstraction from Lemma 5.12 and the lemmas below.
Lemma 5.14. Suppose L− . ‘P;Q. Then LHO− . ‘PQ implies L−.  ‘
P  Q.
Proof. LHO− is an extension of L−. Every context of L− is also a context of
LHO− .
Lemma 5.15. L− . ‘phqi <phqi= .
Proof. By Lemmas 5.14 and 5.12, it suces to prove that L− . ‘ <phqi= 
<<phqi= = . This holds because <phqi= = <<phqi= = .
Lemma 5.16. LHO− . ‘P <P= .
Proof. By Lemma 5.12, it suces to prove L− . ‘ <P=  <<P= = ; this allows us to
use the theory of L− (proving the result directly would be hard; a dicult case is
that of P= ahvi and v is an abstraction). We proceed by induction on the structure of
P. The most interesting case is application P= vhwi where w has a functional type.
Suppose both v and w are abstractions, say v=(x).Q and w=(z).R (we omit types).
We have
<vhwi== (]a; b)(a(x). <Q= j ahbi j !b(z). <R=)
<<vhwi=== (]a; b)(a(x). <<Q== j <ahbi= j !b(z). <<R==).
Applying Lemma 5.15 and induction, we derive <vhwi= <<vhwi==.
Theorem 5.17 (Full abstraction of < . =). Suppose LHO− . ‘P;Q. It holds that
LHO− . ‘PQ i L− . ‘ <P=  <Q= .
Proof. The implication from right to left is Lemma 5.12; for the opposite, suppose
LHO− . ‘PQ. By Lemma 5.16, also LHO− . ‘ <P=  <Q= ; by
Proposition 5.3 L− . ‘ <P= ; <Q= . Therefore, by Lemma 5.14, L− . ‘
<P=  <Q= .
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6. A labelled bisimilarity for LHO
We exploit the compilation < . =, and the associated operational correspondence and
full abstraction results, to derive a labelled bisimilarity for LHO− , and prove that: it
is a congruence relation; it implies barbed congruence. We call this bisimilarity LHO
ground bisimilarity, because its clauses are designed following the denition of < . =
and of ground bisimilarity for L (a similar relation is called normal bisimilarity in
[32, 34]).
Denition 6.1 (Ground bisimilarity in LHO). A typed LHO relation R is a LHO
ground bisimulation if PRQ implies:
(1) if P −!P0; then there is Q0 such that Q)Q0 and P0RQ0;
(2) if O(a) unit and P −!P0 with = a[?] or = ah?i, then there is Q0 such
that Q

=)Q0 and P0RQ0;
(3) if O(a)T ! B and P (
~b: ~T ) ahvi−! P0, then there are ~c; ~S; w and Q0 such that
Q
( ~c: ~S) ahwi
=) Q0 and, if d is fresh for , ~b, and ~c, then ( ~b : ~T )(!vd j P0)R;d:T!B( ~c :
~S)(!wd j Q0);
(4) if O(a)T ! B, d is fresh for , and P a[d]−!P0, then there is Q0 such that
Q
a[d]
=)Q0 and P0R;d:T!BQ0.
Two LHO (resp. LHO− ) processes P and Q are ground bisimilar at , writ-
ten LHO .‘P’Q (resp. LHO− .‘P’Q), if PRQ, for some LHO ground
bisimulation R.
The extension of ground bisimilarity to open processes is dened employing only
fresh channels and unit values, in the same way as we did for L. As the deni-
tion in L, so ground bisimilarity in LHO does not have universal quantications on
contexts or on the values that may be received in inputs. This contrasts with bisimi-
larity for higher-order sequential calculi, like -calculus [1] or object calculi [14]; for
instance, in Abramsky’s applicative bisimilarity for the -calculus, two closed terms
x.M and x.N are equivalent if, for all closed terms L, the terms MfL=xg and NfL=xg
are equivalent. Again, the data independence property for LHO− holds because the
value received may only be used in applications and application is asynchronous. Also
clause (3), for higher-order outputs, may be seen as a form of data independency, see
Remark 6.2 below.
Remark 6.2. In Section 4.1 we have suggested a functional formulation of LHO in
which the target of input and output transitions is a functional value. If we adopt this
formulation, then it is natural to require that two closed functional values w1 and w2
of type T ! B are equivalent if w1hvi and w2hvi are equivalent, for all closed v of
type T . Thus the output clause of bisimilarity becomes:
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if O(a)T ! B and P a−!wP , then there is wQ such that Q a=)wQ and
wPhviRwQhvi for all v with ;‘v :T .
Here v represents the context in which the values emitted in the output is used.
Similarly, the input clause becomes:
if O(a)T ! B and P a−!wP , then there is wQ with Q a=)wQ and wPhviRwQhvi
for all v such that ;‘v :T .
Such a bisimilarity is, essentially, context bisimilarity, a bisimulation for higher-
order process calculi proposed in [32, 34]. We believe that { once the functional for-
mulation of LHO is completed { one can prove that context bisimilarity and ground
bisimilarity coincide (exploiting Corollary 6.5 below and along the lines of similar char-
acterisation results in [32, 34]). In context bisimilarity both input and output clauses
contain universal quantications, which are removed in ground bisimilarity (the data
independence property).
If R is a typed LHO relation, then we dene
<R= def=f( ; <P= ; <Q= ) : ( ; P; Q) 2 Rg
’ <R= ’ def=f( ; P; Q) : 9P0 and Q0 with
L .   ‘ P ’ <P0= ; L .   ‘ Q ’ <Q0= ; ( ; P0; Q0) 2 Rg
A typed LHO− relation is a ground bisimulation i its L image is so (up to ground
bisimulation).
Lemma 6.3. Let R be a typed LHO− relation:
(1) if R is a LHO ground bisimulation; then ’ <R= ’ is a L ground bisimulation;
(2) if ’ <R= ’ is a L ground bisimulation; then R is a LHO ground bisimulation.
Lemma 6.3 is the crux for proving the correspondence between the ground bisimi-
larities in L− and of LHO− :
Theorem 6.4. Suppose LHO− .‘P;Q. Then LHO− .‘P’Q i L .‘
<P=’ <Q=.
Theorem 6.4 allows us to lift the known properties of L ground bisimilarity onto
LHO− . For instance, we can prove that in LHO− ground bisimilarity is preserved
by all well-typed contexts and by channel renaming:
Corollary 6.5. In LHO− ground bisimilarity is a congruence relation. That is; if
LHO− .‘P’Q; then for all ( /)− context C of LHO− it holds that LHO−
.   ‘ C[P] ’ C[Q].
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Corollary 6.6. Suppose (d)  (a). Then LHO− .‘P’Q implies LHO− .‘
Pfa=dg’Qfa=dg.
LHO ground bisimilarity is a sound proof technique for barbed congruence:
Theorem 6.7. If LHO− .‘P’Q; then also LHO− .‘PQ.
Proof. Follows from congruence of ground bisimilarity in LHO− (Corollary 6.5)
and the fact that ground bisimilarity implies barbed bisimulation.
We think that also the converse of Theorem 6.7 holds, but we leave it as an open
problem. As < . = is fully abstract both for barbed congruence (Theorem 5.17) and for
ground bisimilarity (Theorem 6.4), the converse is true i on the target processes of
< . = ground bisimilarity coincides with barbed congruence.
7. An optimisation of the compilation
In this section we introduce a simple but important optimisation of the compilation.
Using the optimisation, full abstraction can be extended to recursive types and strong
barbed congruence.
Consider the translation of an application vhri where the argument is a name r of
functional type:
<vhri= def=(]a; b)(<v=a j ahbi j !b(x). <rhxi=).
The translation introduces a new name b that is used as a trigger for r. Trigger
b introduces a level of indirection for reaching r. The optimisation eliminates this
level, by directly communicating the name r itself at a. We may call this optimisation
-contraction on names, because it avoids us the -expansions on names in the clause
<q= a of Table 6 (this would actually be innite -expansions when the type of the
name is recursive).
We call f[ . ]g the optimised compilation. We have introduced and studied the non-
optimised compilation < . = rst because it is simpler to use in proofs than the optimised
f[ . ]g. For instance, in the case of < . = we have been able to state the operational
correspondence results up to ground bisimilarity (Lemma 5.4{Theorem 5.9). For f[ . ]g,
instead, we have to use barbed congruence, which is harder than ground bisimilarity
to manipulate. For this reason the soundness of < . = (if not the full abstraction) can be
extended or adapted to other calculi, including synchronous calculi, more smoothly than
that of f[ . ]g. Moreover using < . = it is likely that we succeed in proving an equivalence
LHO . ‘PQ by showing that their L translations are ground bisimilar processes
(as mentioned at the end of Section 6, it may actually be that on the target processes
of < . = ground bisimilarity coincides with barbed congruence).
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Table 7
The denition of application for the compilation f[ . ]g
f[vhwi]g  def=
8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:
vhwi if v is a name and w is -transmittable
(a : S ! B)(f[v]ga  j ahwi)
if v is not a name and w is -transmittable
(a : S ! B)(vhai j !f[w]g a )
if v is a name and w is not -transmittable
(a : S ! B; b : S)(f[vg] a j ahbi j !f[wg] b ) otherwise
where a; b are fresh for v; w; and   ‘ w : S.
The denition of the optimised compilation on application is in Table 7; on the other
operators, the denition is the same as that of the original compilation. In the table,
we say that w is -transmittable if w is a name or w=?. Briey, f[ . ]g is dened by
replacing in the denition of application of < . =, the conditions \S  unit" with \w is
-transmittable", and \S is a functional type" with \w is not -transmittable". As < . =, so
f[ . ]g is the identity on types. f[ . ]g is dened on the whole LHO, including recursive
types. In the clauses for names and applications, the compilation looks up the types of
certain values, such as the type S of w in the clause for vhwi. These types are unique
only up to type equality (Lemma 4.5). Since we want to treat f[ . ]g as a function, we
assume that the compilation selects a canonical typing derivation whenever the type
of a value is needed. This is a harmless decision: the processes obtained for dierent
choices of these canonical typing derivations are the same modulo-type equality.
We discuss the operational correspondence results for the optimised compilation on
strong transitions. The assertions for input actions, and for outputs of the unit value
are as for < . = (Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5; just replace LHO− with LHO, and < . = with
f[ . ]g). The operational correspondence on higher-order output actions changes thus:
Lemma 7.1 (Operational correspondence of f[ . ]g on higher-order output actions).
Suppose LHO . ‘P; with   closed; and O(a)T ! B :
(1) suppose P
( ~b: ~T ) ahvi−! P0. If v is a channel; then f[P]g  ( ~b: ~T ) ahvi−! f[P0]g ; if v is an
abstraction; then there is c fresh for   and ~b; and there is P00 such that
f[P]g  (c:S) ahci−! P00 with S T ! B; and L . ; c : T ! B‘P00f[( ~b : ~T )
(P0 j !vc)]g ;c:T!B;
(2) the converse; i.e.; if <P=  ( ~c:
~S) ahci−! P00 then either there is P0 such that P ( ~c: ~S) ahci−! P0
and P00= f[P0]g ; or ~c= c and; assuming c fresh for  ; there are ~b; ~T ; v and P0
such that P
( ~b: ~T ) ahvi−! P0; ~S T ! B; and L . ; c : T ! B‘P00f[( ~b : ~T ) (P0 j
!vc)]g ;c:T!B.
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In the case of internal transitions, in contrast with the original compilation < . =, we can
now prove a 1-to-1 correspondence up to strong barbed congruence. This is possible
because we can use the strong equivalence in the new version of Lemma 5.7 (and,
moreover, we only need the lemma in the case v is an abstraction):
Lemma 7.2. Suppose LHO . ; y : T ! B‘P; and LHO . ‘v :T ! B ; where v
is an abstraction. Then; if c is fresh for  ;
L .   ‘ f[(]c : T ! B)(Pfc=yg j !vc]g   f[Pfv=yg]g .
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 5.7, and goes by induction on the
structure of P. One of the main dierences is in the case of application if P=yhyi
and v is an abstraction. Using law (7) of Lemma 3.9, we have
]c(chci j !f[vc]g)  (]c; c0)(chc0i j !f[vc]g j !f[vc0 ]g).
Since name c is used only once, and in output subject position, we can apply law (8)
of Lemma 3.9 to remove the replication in front of f[vc]g. Rearranging terms, we get
 (]c; c0)(f[vc]g j chc0i j !f[vc0 ]g)
= f[vhvi]g.
Theorem 7.3 (Operational correspondence for f[ . ]g on strong interactions). Suppose
LHO .  ‘P and   is closed:
(1) If P −!P0; then there is P00 such that f[P]g  −! P00 and L . ‘P00f[P0]g ;
(2) the converse; i.e.; if f[P]g  −! P00; then there is P0 such that P −! P0 and
L . ‘P00f[P0]g .
Lemma 7.4 (Soundness of f[ . ]g for strong barbed congruence). Suppose LHO .  
‘ P;Q. Then L . ‘f[P]g f[Q]g  implies LHO . ‘PQ.
Lemma 7.5. LHO . ‘Pf[P]g .
Proof. Follows from soundness, since the encoding is idempotent.
Theorem 7.6 (Full abstraction of f[ . ]g for strong barbed congruence). Suppose LHO
.   ‘ P;Q. It holds that LHO . ‘PQ i L . ‘f[P]g f[Q]g .
Proof. The implication from right to left is Lemma 7.4; for the opposite, suppose
LHO . ‘PQ. Then by Lemma 7.5, also LHO . ‘f[P]g f[Q]g . By the anal-
ogous of Lemma 5.14 for strong barbed congruence, L . ‘f[P]g f[Q]g .
Similar reasoning proves that f[ . ]g is fully abstract for weak barbed congruence.
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Theorem 7.7 (Full abstraction of f[ . ]g for weak barbed congruence). Suppose LHO
.   ‘ P;Q. It holds that LHO . ‘PQ i L . ‘f[P]g f[Q]g .
If we abstract from internal work and we omit recursive types, then the original and
the optimised compilation are equivalent:
Lemma 7.8. Suppose LHO− . ‘P. Then L− . ‘ <P= f[P]g .
Proof. From Lemmas 5.16 and 7.5.
Using the encoding f[ . ]g, and exploiting a form of labelled bisimilarity for L more
rened than ground bisimilarity [23, Section 5] (it is actually ground bisimilarity on
a modied transition system), the properties of ground bisimilarity for LHO− in
Section 6 can be extended to LHO.
8. Conclusions
In this paper, we have rst presented the basic theory of Local  (L), a typed
subcalculus of the -calculus. We have discussed the syntactic dierences between L
and -calculus, and their impact on theory, expressiveness, and applications. We have
then extended L with communications of higher-order values, namely abstractions,
obtaining the local higher-order -calculus (LHO). We have shown that the exten-
sion does not add expressive power. For this, we have proved the full abstraction of
two compilations of LHO into L. The rst is dened on the subcalculus LHO−
without recursive types; the second is suggested by an optimisation of the rst. We
have used the compilations to prove the validity of some algebraic laws in LHO and
the congruence of a labelled bisimilarity for LHO− . The advantages of the opti-
mised compilation are: the target processes are more ecient (they perform fewer 
steps than those obtained from the original compilation); full abstraction holds both
for weak and for strong barbed congruence; recursive types are allowed. The opti-
mised compilation is, however, less robust: its full abstraction may break in calculi
without the syntactic constraints of L. For instance, without the constraints of asyn-
chrony, output capability, and no matching, we lose law (3) of Section 3.3, hence the
processes f[ahdi]g  and f[ah(x : S).dhxii]g  are not (strong or weak) barbed congru-
ent, for   def= a : (S ! B)! B; b : S ! B. However the source target processes remain
barbed congruent at  . (The equivalence between f[ahdi]g  and f[ah(x : S).dhxii]g  in
synchronous calculi can be regained using receptive types [36].)
In this paper we have worked with synchronous, rather than asynchronous, be-
havioural equivalences. For barbed congruence, the only dierence in the asynchronous
version is that input actions are not observable (that is, P #a only detects if P can
perform an output at a); but for labeled bisimilarities, such as those discussed in
Section 3.2, the asynchronous versions are more complex [3]. The choice of
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synchronous behavioural equivalences is not important for the results in the paper;
they can be adapted to asynchronous behavioural equivalences with the expected
modications.
The compilation in Table 6 is that in [32], specialised to LHO− . The complete-
ness proof in this paper is however quite dierent from, and much simpler than, that
in [32]. The calculi in [32] have none of the syntactic constraints of L and LHO
but, as a consequence, the full abstraction proof relies on certain innitary features of
the language such as innite summation. These features are needed to prove charac-
terisations of barbed congruence in -calculus and higher-order -calculus in terms of
appropriate labelled bisimilarities. The compilation itself is derived in two steps, the
rst of which is a mapping of the higher-order -calculus into itself that \normalises"
processes, that is, it transforms processes so that every value emitted in an output has
a special syntactic form. Completeness is the hard part of the proof in [32]; the sound-
ness proof similar to that of Lemma 5.12. In this paper, Lemmas 5.16 and 7.5, which
are derived from the soundness of the compilations, allow us a dramatic shortcut of
the completeness proofs. The compilation in [32], as its analogous in Table 6, cannot
handle recursive types and is not correct for strong barbed congruence.
The compilation in [32] was in turn inspired by Thomsen’s translation of Plain
CHOCS into -calculus [39, 40] (in Plain CHOCS only processes { no channels or
abstractions { can be communicated). Thomsen gives an operational correspondence
result on a modied transition system; he does not prove full abstraction.
Key lemmas in our full abstraction proofs are Lemmas 5.16 and 7.5, which state that
a process and its translation are behaviourally equivalent. A process and its translation
can be compared since they are typable in the same type environment. This is possible
because, due to the syntactic constraints in L (and hence also in LHO), the types for
channels and abstractions can be the same. Even if the types of channels and abstrac-
tions were dierent, a similar completeness proof could be given as follows. Dene a
reverse compilation [hi] from L to LHO that -expands an output phqi, where q is a
channel or a channel variable, to ph(x). qhxii, and that is an homomorphism everywhere
else. Then prove, in place of Lemmas 5.16 and 7.5 (and, as in the proofs of these lem-
mas, exploiting soundness), that the composition of the compilations from LHO to L
with [hi] is the identity up to barbed congruence. Again, the constraints on asynchrony,
output capability, and no matching of L are necessary for the denition of [hi].
In both compilations in Sections 5 and 7, the translation of application vhwi uses
case analysis on the syntax or the types of v and w. A more compact, but less ecient
denition can be given thus:
hhvhwiii  def=
8>>>><
>>>>:
(]a : unit! B)(hhvii a j ahwi) if   ‘ w : unit
(]a : S ! B; b : S) (hhvii a j ahbi j !hhwii b )
otherwise;
for   ‘ w : S
assuming a; b fresh for v; w
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The other clauses for hh  ii are the same as for <  =. Encoding hh  ii is less ecient
than <  = (and hence f[ . ]g) because if v is a name then hh vhwi ii  has an initial -
step that <  = does not have. However, abstracting from -steps, the two encodings are
equivalent, indeed ground bisimilar: L− . ‘ <P= ’hhQ ii .
The results in the paper can be extended to calculi with richer-type systems, for in-
stance with products, variants, subtyping. It would be interesting to study the
applicability of the results to other higher-order concurrent languages, for instance
a -calculus-based language such as Pict [30]. The goal would be to use the compi-
lation to derive proof techniques for the source languages; as discussed in the Intro-
duction, dening proof techniques directly on higher-order process languages is usually
very hard.
Perhaps the most negative consequence of the syntactic constraints of L is that
axiomatisations of the -calculus [29] cannot be reused. Finding a sound and complete
axiomatisation of barbed congruence or other behavioural equivalences (possibly weak
equivalences) on nite (i.e., replication-free) L processes will probably require a quite
dierent approach.
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